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In  This Issue High Holidays
Erev Rosh Hashanah,  Monday, September 6, 7:00-8:30 pm (Zoom)
Rosh Hashanah (Day One), Tuesday, September 7, 10:00-11:30 am (Zoom)
     September 7, (time TBA) Tashlich Service, Live at Fred Baca Park.
             Bring bread; wear a mask.
Rosh Hashanah (Day Two), Wednesday, September 8,  
Live at the Rio Grande Gorge
              9:00-10:00 am  Hike the gorge trail.  
                        Meet at the visitor parking lot, west side of bridge
              10:00-11:30 am  Alternative service
                     Meet at picnic tables facing the Gorge, West side 
                      Bring a chair and a mask
Kol Nidre Wednesday, September 15, 7-8:30 pm (Zoom)
Yom Kippur Day, September 16, 10:00 am-Noon (Zoom)
            Memorial service with Gary Atias 4:00-4:45 pm (Zoom)
            Yizkor  4:45- 5:30 pm, with Rabbi Judith (Zoom)
            Neilah 5:30-6:30 pm, followed by
            Havdahlah, 6:30-7:00 pm, (Zoom)
Sukkot, Sunday, September 26, 3:00-4:00 pm,  
            Zoom from Bette Myerson’s pergola, with Rabbi Chavah Carp.
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Every year, Cindy Grossman’s cantorial chantings carry us 
tunefully through the liturgy, particularly during the High 
Holidays. I asked her to disclose the juice that makes for her 
creativity. You’ll find her engaging profile on pp. 19-21.  
This summer, I attended several of the lectures provided by the 
Shalom Hartman Institute. Two series that were meaningful 
to me involved the history of the British Mandate to Israel’s 
establishment as a state and poetry that expressed the humanity 
of both Palestinian and Jewish perceptions through language. A 
digest of these talks are found on pp. 35-41.
The TJC Book Group met and selected our readings for the 
coming year’s discussion, which you’ll find on p.13. 
There’s always a ‘hold my breath’ quality to requesting creative 
efforts from others. I never know what I’ll get and I’m gratified at 
the trust of contributors to reveal themselves through their works. 
Special thanks to Carmi Plaut for his calligraphic art, which you’ll 
find throughout this issue.
This Summer brought a spectacular wildflower season. Two of 
us photographed at different locales -- Robyn Rosenwald in 
Taos County at roughly 9000’ in the Wheeler Peak Wilderness 
(and elsewhere) and I in Rio Arriba County at 8000’. Botanical 
identification were provided thanks to FB’s Native Plants of NM 
group. 
May we share a blessed year, with good health, nachas, joy, peace, 
happiness, success in business, satisfaction in relationships and 
harmony at home -- for ourselves, our families and the world. 

L’Shana Tovah,
Karen Kerschen

Editor’s POV

Awake!
Carmi Plaut

mailto:tjc@newmex.com
mailto:kkerschen@gmail.com
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E-Blasts are the email notices you receive from the TJC. Submissions for 
the e-blasts should be sent to Neal Friedman, at friedendo@gmail.com, with 
E-Blast on the Subject line.  
Deadline for a given week is the Wednesday before the following week’s 
mailing, which goes out on the Monday before the Shabbat. This means we 
request your input ten days before the Shabbat.

Letter from the President

Dear Friends,
To everyone’s dismay, the Covid roller coaster continues. 
We made a reservation for High Holiday services and break-fast at the Sagebrush Conven-
tion Center and then felt compelled to cancel it. 
We have scheduled a member’s appreciation brunch twice, before cancelling each. This was 
particularly painful, as I had already put together an order for knishes and blintzes from 
NYC. 
While Covid has been the source of continuous disappointment, the TJC Board has been 
adamant that your health and safety will always be our prime directive.
We have purchased new equipment to provide a higher quality Zoom experience for High 
Holiday services. This year, we will be broadcasting exclusively from the TJC. 
Second day Rosh Hashanah will be outdoors in-person. 
Once again, we will be using the Machzor, Wings of Awe, which will be available for purchase 
or loan. Details will be sent out soon. 
The Membership Brunch will be rescheduled once we are certain that we can do it safely.
Throughout this mishegas, the TJC community has remained strong and united. I never 
would have predicted that our membership would increase this past year, but that has been 
the case. 
As always, I credit Rabbi Judith for this remarkable achievement. We are touched by the 
generosity that many of you have shown, including the seniors who have included us in 
their required minimum distributions (RMD). As a faith-based organization, we are grate-
ful and humbled by the faith you have shown in us. We anxiously await the opportunity to 
reward that faith with a series of special events.
In the meantime, I applaud all of your efforts to keep yourselves safe during this pandemic. 
I have not heard of any serious illness among our membership, which is a blessing beyond 
comparison. 
While we will never look back at these times nostalgically, we can at least take some com-
fort in knowing that we all behaved in a caring and responsible manner. 
Better times are certainly ahead. We wish you and your families a happy and sweet New 
Year! If you ever need our assistance, we will always try our hardest to be of service.

Chag Sameach,
Gary Atias

mailto:friedendo@gmail.com
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TJC and COVID-19

Coronaviruses are a group of related RNA 
viruses that cause diseases in mammals and birds 
that can range from mild to lethal. Mild illnesses 
in humans include some cases of the common cold, 
while more lethal varieties can cause SARS, MERS, 
and COVID-19. 
Individuals of all ages are at risk for SARS-
CoV-2 infection and severe disease. However, the 
probability of serious COVID-19 disease is higher 
in people aged ≥60 years, those living in a nursing 
home or long-term care facility, and those with 
chronic medical conditions.
Like other RNA viruses, SARS-CoV-2 is constantly 
evolving through random mutations. 
About the Delta Variant: Vaccines are highly 
effective against severe illness, but the Delta variant 
causes more infections and spreads faster than 
earlier forms of the virus that causes COVID-19.
Preliminary evidence suggests that fully vaccinated 
people who do become infected with the Delta 
variant can spread the virus to others.
People who are immuno-compromised are at 
greater risk; they could have a reduced immune 
responses to COVID-19 vaccines. 
Vaccines
Many vaccine technologies being developed for 
COVID19 are not like vaccines already in use 
to prevent influenza, but rather are using “next-
generation” strategies for precise targeting of 
COVID19 infection mechanisms.
An RNA vaccine contains RNA (ribonucleic 
acid) which, when introduced into a tissue, acts 
as messenger RNA (mRNA) to cause the cells to 
build the foreign protein and stimulate an adaptive 
immune response that teaches the body how to 
identify and destroy the corresponding pathogen 
or cancer cells.

Recommendations for Indoor Settings
CDC recommends that even fully vaccinated people:

• Wear a mask in public indoor settings if you 
are in an area of substantial or high transmission.

•  Fully vaccinated people might choose to 
mask, particularly if you or someone in your 
household is immunocompromised or at increased 
risk for severe disease, or if someone in your 
household is unvaccinated.

Fully vaccinated people can:
•  Resume activities you did before the 

pandemic; but for some, you may choose to wear 
a mask.

•  Resume domestic travel without testing or 
self-quarantining.

Regardless of vaccination status, CDC recommends:
•  Wear a mask, stay 6 feet apart from 

others you don’t live with, avoid crowds and 
poorly ventilated indoor spaces.

Prevention Measures
Follow current prevention measures, including: 
wear a mask, stay 6 feet apart from others they don’t 
live with, and avoid crowds and poorly ventilated 
indoor spaces.
CDC recommends universal indoor masking for 
all teachers, staff, students, and visitors to schools, 
regardless of vaccination status. Children should 
return to full-time in-person learning in the fall with 
proper prevention strategies in place.
Recommendations for Outdoor Settings
Current data suggest the risk of transmission of 
SARS-CoV-2 in outdoor settings is minimal. Fully 
vaccinated people need not wear a mask outdoors. 
However, take the precautions recommended if you 
or someone in your household is more vulnerable.

Neal Friedman, MD

[Editor’s note: This is a highly abridged version of Dr. 
Friedman’s nine-page document. You can read its entirety 
at https://www.taosjewishcenter.org/]

https://www.taosjewishcenter.org/
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TJC Guidelines
Reopening will not occur until approved by a majority of the Board of the TJC.  

Each event will need to be approved by the Board until all restrictions are lifted. 
Re-opening attendance will be limited to those members who have been fully vaccinated 

at least 2 weeks before. Only members will be permitted to attend indoor events at the 
TJC.

No non-members will be admitted unless they are fully vaccinated at least 2 weeks 
before.

Maximum occupancy at gatherings is considered to be 80 attendees. 20 attendees be 
considered 25% occupancy, 24 = 30%, 40 = 50% and 60 = 75%.  
We will adhere to percentage recommendations by county or  state. 

At least 1 Board member will be available at each event at the door to screen people 
entering. No member will be admitted without screening. No event will take place 
without a Board member present. 

No member will be admitted if not feeling well, sneezing or coughing or having an 
elevated temperature, fully vaccinated or not. 

The TJC will be thoroughly cleaned after each use.
Hand Sanitizer and soap and water will be available at all times.
The wearing of masks is suggested for all attendees indoors -- especially those  with 

chronic health conditions. As per current guidelines, this is not mandatory, but strongly 
suggested. 

 We should continue to offer ZOOM services from the TJC as long as there is a demand 
and attendance.

For future in-person events, all chairs should be placed and maintained at least 3 feet 
apart.

 No worship items should be physically shared, i.e. Kiddush cups, wine cups, Challah
 Maximum ventilation will be maintained at all times. This includes either both doors 

being open, or one door and several windows. The library and the loft will have at least 
one window open at all times.

 Outdoor events may be attended by all TJC members and guests. Fully vaccinated 
members and guests may be unmasked. All non-vaccinated members and guests must be 
masked at all times and be at least 6 feet distanced from other individuals. 

 Any member not adhering to these guidelines will be evaluated for termination from 
the TJC by the TJC Board. 
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First you say you do, and then you don’t
And then you say you will, and then you won’t
You’re undecided now,
So what am I gonna do?

This coy refrain from the ’30’s keeps buzzing through my head, while the CDC and the TJC try to make 
sense of a rapidly changing corona virus landscape. Masks for the unvaccinated only? Masks for everyone? 
Masks indoors but not outdoors? 

I keep singing the ditty in my head, but would not 
dare to sing it out loud in a closed room, which 
would be necessary for any song and dance routine 
-- or a TJC High Holiday choir!
Just as we were seduced into thinking that up close 
and personal would be “kosher,” the virus changed 
its tactics.  Delta began to rage through the coun-
try, with Lambda and other Greek letters trailing 
behind. Official national, state and local guidance 
varied place to place, moment to moment. 
By early August, less than a month before Rosh 
Hashanah, it became clear that nothing would 
become clear, and that a decision had to be made 
that caused the least risk. 
WE DECIDED.
We are back on Zoom for another year. 
There will be a Rosh Hashanah Second Day at the 
Taos Gorge Bridge, as is our custom, and Tashlich 
at Fred Baca Park in person, but the remainder of 
services will be on Zoom. 
As the saying goes, You Never Know.
That is because, honestly, You Never Know. 
No one anticipated this  variant outbreak, despite 
scientific warnings, and surely we had hoped  for 
an in-person celebration of the  Jewish New Year 
2021. Should we just call this High Holidays 2020 
2.0?
But…You Never Know. You never know what 
unexpected benefits and breakthroughs will come 
with this additional time in our own private sanc-
tuaries. 
Many people reported that they were able to dig 
deeper and internalize the liturgy in ways not 
possible when surrounded by others.  
So many were able to celebrate with family mem-
bers  scattered across the globe, as we gathered at 
a distance. Love conveyed over internet connec-
tions may not taste or feel as satisfying as a heart-

felt kiss and hug, but it is still love, and in many cas-
es that sharing developed new depth and meaning. 
The truth is, we never really know what will hap-
pen; the current dance with the corona virus has 
made that abundantly clear. We can take precau-
tions, vaccinate, social distance and wash our hands, 
but we are still vulnerable. We can make decisions 
about our vacations, our programs, our dreams, and 
our desires, but we never really know. 
We can only try to optimize through making the 
best choice currently available. Conditions can 
change at any moment.
We make a life plan at 20, only to find ourselves 
happily somewhere else at age 40. We count on 
good health, but often receive unexpected news 
that requires a change in habits and attitudes. 
As parents, each child that we raise is a bundle of 
unexpected surprises. We change, we adapt, we 
grow wiser. We come to understand that the unex-
pected is only to be expected. Indecision is inevita-
ble in an ever changing, dynamic universe. 
First you say you do, and then you don’t
BUT WE WILL. We will gather together on Zoom 
and once again let the liturgy of the High Holidays 
lift our spirits and bring us to a place of deep intro-
spection. 
Once again, we will ask forgiveness for our wrong-
doings in a difficult year. Once again, we will join 
with the Jewish People all over the world to ask 
for blessing and forgiveness. Once again, it’s been 
decided. 
And that’s what we’re gonna do.
See you on September 6, Erev Rosh Hashanah on 
Zoom at 7:00 pm.

Shana Tova
Rabbi Judith

Rabbi’s counsel
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Prepare yourself for the High Holidays
a two-session workshop taught by Rabbi Judith

 
Are You Ready? The High Holidays are right around the 

corner, are you prepared? 
The month of Elul is dedicated to reciting Psalm 27, 

hearing the shofar and taking an accounting of our souls. 
Don’t arrive unprepared! 

Join Rabbi Judith for two sessions 
Tuesdays  August 24    August  31      7:30 pm

ON ZOOM

 as we review the liturgy of the High Holidays and open 
our hearts to the season ahead. 

There is no charge, but you are asked to register.
Email to tjc@newmex.com for the link.

Reflecting, Tzeshuvah, Return
Carmi Plaut
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Candlelighting  
Shabbat  Torah     Havdalah

8/20, 7:28 pm Ki Teitzei  8/21, 8:25 pm

8/27, 7:19 pm Ki Tavo  8/28, 8:15 pm

9/3, 7:09 pm  Nitzavim  9/4, 8:04 pm

  9/6, 7:05 pm; Erev Rosh HaShanah

  9/7, Rosh HaShanah 

  9/8, Rosh HaShanah, ending 7:58 pm

9/10, 6:59 pm Vayelech  9/11, 7:54 pm

  9/15, 6:51 pm; Erev Yom Kippur

  9/16, Yom Kippur, ending 7:46 pm

9/17, 6:48pm Ha’Tzinu  9/18, 7:43 pm

  9/20, 6:44 pm; Erev Sukkot

9/24, 6:38 pm Sukkot  9/25, 7:32 pm

  9/28, 7:28 pm, Shemini Atzeret

  9/29, 7:26 pm, Simchat Torah

10/1, 6:27 pm Bereishit  10/2, 7:22 pm

10/8, 6:17 pm Noach  10/9, 7:12 pm

10/15, 6:08 pm Lech Lecha  10/16, 7:03 pm

10/22, 5:59 pm Yayeira  10/23, 6:54 pm

10/29, 5:51 pm Chayei Sarah  10/30, 6:47 pm

World War 
II Looted Cultural Treasures,  

Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
Candlestick.

Burial Society charity box with inscription.
Vienna, Austrian Empire, 1847

Silver, repoussé and engraved. H: 18; W: 9 cm
The Hebrew inscription mentions that the box belongs to the Burial 

Society of the Charity Society of the Holy Community of Steinamanger 
(Szombathely) and the quotation “Justice goes before Him as He sets out on 

His way” (Psalms 85:14) which provides the indication of the Hebrew year.
Received through JRSO (Jewish Restitution Successor Organization)

Wiesbaden collecting point number: 501
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Avinu Malkenu, 
calligraphic art by Carmi Plaut

Eretz Shalom Cemetery
Owned and dedicated in 1993 by Havurah B’nai Shalom, Eretz Shalom has affordable plots available 

on a pre-need or as-neeeded basis. It is located on Llano Mesa, south of town.  
Your family would appreciate having your arrangements already made.  
Contact cemetery administrators Steve Natelson (575/758-1094), Bruce Ross (575/758-8258) 
or Bruce Grossman (575/741-0888).

Yahrtzeit Records 
To add or correct a Yartzeit record, here’s what’s needed:
Complete name of loved one.
Hebrew name (including parents), if known
Complete memorial date, day/month/year
Relationship to the loved one (parent, sibling, etc.)
Please send the information directly to  

            Bruce Grossman, at grossman@taosnet.com.

mailto:grossman@taosnet.com
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TJC Kabbalat Shabbats
This Summer, Rabbi Judith led three Kabbalat 
Shabbats at the Rio Grande Gorge, south 
of the bridge.  

Under atmospheric skies and brisk winds, we enjoyed the pleasure of each’s 
company. We prayed, we sang, we meditated, and together we experienced 
the sacredness of that space in time. 
Typically the second and fourth Fridays of each month, Rabbi Judith HaLevy conducts Shabbat 
via Zoom.  We light Shabbat candles, make Kiddush, honor the Shabbat bride, sing blessings 
for those in need of healing. And we remember the deceased with the Mourners’ Kaddish.  
The Rabbi leads prayers and discussion pertinent to the time, season and Torah.  
It’s always a stimulating and grounding hour and a half to usher in the Shabbat.

Scheduled dates are Fridays, August 27, October 8, October 22, November 12 and November 26. 
Rabbi Judith’s videos of each week’s Torah parashat on the TJC website at  

taosjewishcenter.org/rabbi-s-corner-new

Mazal Tov to Theo Blaustein and 
his family, on the occasion of his  
Bar Mitzvah, August 14, 2021.
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B’Nai Shalom Havurah
B’nai Shalom had one very successful in-person Shabbat in July, hosted by Gary Atias.    
Thank you, Gary!
The third Friday evening of each month, we welcome Shabbat with heimishe spirituality and topical discus-
sions. Rabbi Chavah engages us in a ’drash on the Torah Portion.  
The next monthly Shabbats will be Fridays, October 15th and November 19th,



B’nai Shalom’s next event will be a celebration of  Sukkot, conducted by Rabbi Chavah Carp.   
Sukkot will be held on Sunday, September 26 at 3 p.m. on Zoom.    

ALL ARE WELCOME.   


To join us for this or any event, please contact Annette Rubin (rubin.annette@gmail.com 575-776-5426)
or Bette Myerson (bette@taosnet.com 575-758-3376) and we’ll send you the Zoom link. 

We will continue meeting on Zoom until the pandemic ends and it is safe to gather live.  If you’d like to 
host a Shabbat, contact Annette or Bette. In the Zoom context, that means Annette handles the Zoom 
set-up and invitation. We’ll answer your questions and give you more details.
If you have not been receiving B’nai Shalom emails,  
please email Annette and Bette and we’ll add you to our list.

Best wishes from us all to all of you for a very healthy and happy Shana Tova.  



An Opportunity to Help Members of Our Community

For the last two years, members of the Taos community have contributed to a program of Medical Debt 
Relief which helps erase debts that former patients cannot afford to pay to Holy Cross Hospital.   
Last year over $1 million was raised to prevent bills from being sent to collection agencies.
B’nai Shalom is one of several faith groups to participate in this very worthy program.   
If you would like to give a tax deductible donation to this effort, 
please send a check to B’nai Shalom Havurah, 810 Dillon Lane, Taos, NM   87571. 
I will send you a receipt for your tax records and see that the money gets to Holy Cross Hospital to help with 
this effort.   Please make your donations by October 15, 2021.

If you want more information about the program, feel free to contact me.   Thank you for this support for 
this wonderful effort.

Bette Myerson
 bette@taosnet.com

575-758-3376
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Taos Organizations that Feed the Hungry     
The Shared Table, c/o El Pueblito United Methodist Church, P.O. Box 
1302, El Prado, NM   87529  www.elpueblitoumc.org

The Taos Coalition to End Homelessness, P.O. Box 1516, Taos, NM   
87571 www.taosmensshelter.org

St James Episcopal Church Food Pantry, 208 Camino de Santiago, 
Taos, NM   87571  www.stjamestaos.com

Taos Immigrant Allies, c/o B’nai Shalom Havurah, 810 Dillon Lane, Taos, 
NM   87571   www.taosimmigrantallies.org

Sin Fronteras, P.O. Box 531, Ranchos de Taos, NM   87557 (you can find 
them on Facebook)
HEART of Taos, P.O. Box 613, Taos, NM   87571    www.HEARToftaos.org

Thank you for anything you can give.   No donation is too small.

B’nai Shalom Mitzvah Fund 
B’nai Shalom maintains a small fund that gives a little help to folks in the Taos community with 
financial needs.   If you want to contribute to this effort, you can send a tax deductible donation to 
B’nai Shalom Havurah, 810 Dillon Lane, Taos, NM 87571 and Bette will send you a receipt for your tax 
records.   Know that you are contributing to tikkun olam and your money will be used wisely.  Make a 
tax-deductable donation to help someone local who is in need.  
For questions or information, contact Bette Myerson (575-758-3376 or bette@taosnet.com).
Chaverim of TJC 
The Chaverim (Hebrew for Friends or Volunteers) can provide assistance and support to members of our 
congregation, such as rides to appointments, picking up groceries, prescriptions, or borrowing  
library books.  
Send your request to tjc@newmex.com, with Chaverim in the subject line 
or call the TJC at 575-758-8615.
Meals for the Men’s Homeless Shelter 
Distribution of meals every 3rd Thursday. Please be part of this important community mitzvah. Participate 
when you can. Contact Roberta at rlerman57@gmail.com.

Taos Elders and Neighbors Together (TENT) 
A membership, non-denominational community organization to  
provide transportation, caregiver relief and minor home repairs  
to help elders maintain independence at home.  
For further information, visit TaosElders.org or call 575-224-6335.  

Mitzvot

http://www.elpueblitoumc.org
http://www.taosmensshelter.org
http://www.stjamestaos.com
http://www.taosimmigrantallies.org
http://www.HEARToftaos.org
mailto:bette@taosnet.com
mailto:tjc@newmex.com
mailto:rlerman57@gmail.com
http:// TaosElders.org
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TJC Book Group
Twelve of us TJC book lovers (ten live and two on Zoom from California) and selected this next year’s 
list of books for discussion. We opted for a more lighthearted array of mostly (but not all) contemporary 
literature.

Sept. 20, 2021: Rules of Civility, by Amor Towles. Post Depression NYC young woman thrust into high society 
with little to rely on but her own wits. A great depiction of Manhattan’s social strata in the late 30s. (Nancy Harris)

Oct. 18: The Way: A Girl Who Dared to Rise, by Kristen Wolf.  An audacious novel about an unusual girl in 
ancient Palestine, who escapes her life of oppression to undertake a dangerous journey as she struggles to accept 
her calling as a spiritual leader. (Annette Rubin)

Nov. 15: The Dream Daughter, by Diane Chamberlain. A page turner with a superb plot line. In 1970, Caroline 
Sears is told her unborn baby has a heart defect. ‘This story literally jumps , with totally unexpected twists.’ (Sarah 
Green)

Dec. 20: The Authenticity Project, by Clara Poole. An old man writes in a journal and leaves it in a public place, 
to be found and continued. Numerous people pick it up, write in it, leave it, but also connect, form friendships, 
experience change. (Robyn Rosenwald)

Jan. 17, 2022: The Elves of Lily Hill Farm, by Penny Kelly.  The author encounters elves, and undertakes 
a project to produce a bountiful grape harvest without using chemical fertilizers or pesticides. She enters the 
private world of plants, insects, animals, devas, and nature spirits, and as the elves teach her intense and powerful 
lessons, an amazing drama emerges between people and nature, both struggling to survive in a world where 
communication between them has been lost. (Gale Dorion)

Feb. 21: Snow in August, by Pete Hamill. NYC, 1947. 11-year-old Irish-American Michael Devlin befriends 
Rabbi Judah Hirsch, a refugee from Prague. Michael teaches the Rabbi about baseball and America, and the 
Rabbi teaches Michael about Judaism and Kabbalah. A fine fable from NYC’s quintessential columnist. (Bette 
Myerson)

Mar. 21: A Long Petal of the Sea, by Isabel Allende. Described as ‘an immersive read about love and survival.’ 
Epic in scope, it’s set during the Spanish Civil War, and partly in Chile, where the protagonists again witness the 
fight between freedom and repression. Was Spain’s most popular book, April 2019-2020. (Diane Friedman)

April 18: News of the World, by Paulette Jiles. Powerful tale of an unexpected relationship between two very 
disparate characters, a grizzled old man and a lost young girl of different cultures. Set in the wilds of untamed 
Texas in the 1870s. Beatifully told. (National Book Club Award finalist, 2016) (Nancy Harris) 

May 16: The Boston Girl, by Anita Diamant. 85-year-old Addie tells her life story to her 22-year-old granddaughter, 
who has asked her “How did you get to be the woman you are today.” She begins in 1915, the year she found her 
voice and made friends who would help shape the course of her life. From the one-room tenement apartment 
she shared with her parents and two sisters, to the library group for girls she joins at a neighborhood settlement 
house, to her first, disastrous love affair, Addie recalls her adventures with compassion for the naïve girl she was 
and with a wicked sense of humor. (Beth Levine)

June 20: The World That We Knew, by Alice Hoffman. Berlin, 1941. Two women create a golem as a protective 
companion for a 12-year-old girl’s flight to safety from the Nazis. A thriller with Jewish mystical, magic-realist 
touches. (Karen Kerschen)

July 18: The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek, by Kim Michele Richardson. 1936. Deep in the woods of 
Troublesome Creek, KY, lives blue-skinned 19-year-old Cussy Carter, the last living female of the rare Blue People 
ancestry. Lonely, she joins the historical Pack Horse Library Project, riding across slippery creek beds and up 
treacherous mountains on her faithful mule to deliver books and other reading material to the impoverished hill 
people of Eastern Kentucky. (Diane Friedman)



TJC Book Group meets every month on the third Monday at noon, via Zoom. 
 Join us, even if you haven’t read the book or are shy about sharing your thoughts.  

Contact persons: Diane Friedman, dianecda5@gmail.com, or Karen Kerschen, kkerschen@gmail.com

mailto:dianecda5@gmail.com
mailto:kkerschen@gmail.com
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Services, resources  to share
Are you an individual with a skill you’d like to make known to the TJC community?  
Write a brief classified and send it to kkerschen@gmail.com for a listing.

Hebrew Lessons
Planning a trip to Israel?
In need of Bar/Bat Mitzvah preparation?
Wanting to improve your Hebrew literacy?
Call TJC member and experienced Hebrew tutor and native speaker,
 Judah Botzer at (575)-751-0779

Debora Seidman, Private Writing Coaching and Mentorship 
Sacred Writing Circles are held twice a month, Sunday noon via Zoom
 https://deboraseidman.com/programs/circles/
Come Back Home Through Writing: a 21 day online writing program  
 offered through DailyOm.com. Trust Your Voice:  A Soul Writing Journey
 website -- www.DeboraSeidman.com
 email -- Debora@DeboraSeidman.com

Painted Sukkah Boards
Szeged, Hungary
Late 19th or early 20th century
Oil on fabric, later glued on board
H: 174.5; W: 56.5 cm (each)
Collection, Israel Museum, Jerusalem



Please Support our Business Sponsors 
If you have a business, profession, trade or service,  

consider sponsoring the TJC & HaKol with an advertisement.
Contact Nancy Harris, at ngharris58@hotmail.com.
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TJC Roger Lerman Library
At present, the library is closed.
Contact person is William Westbury,. wmarthurwestbury@gmail.com.

TJC Program Content
Contact Lucy Melamed at lucymmel@hotmail.com  

NATELSON LAW FIRM
411 CAMINO DE LA PLACITA

TAOS, NEW MEXICO 87571-6192

(575) 758-4844
FAX (575) 758-9283

STEPHEN NATELSON
natelsonstephen@qwestoffice.net

JUDITH KASPER, ASSOCIATE
jkasper@qwestoffice.net

Staff
Tomasita E. Garcia, Paralegal

mailto:wmarthurwestbury@gmail.com
mailto:lucymmel@hotmail.com
mailto:natelsonstephen@qwestoffice.net
mailto:jkasper@qwestoffice.net


TJC Annual Membership Pledge  
5782 (2021-2022)

     Name _________________________________________________________    Date_____________
  _____  Renewing  _____  New Membership         Individual ____ Family _____

Last name ____________________    First name _____________   DOB ______    Email_____________________________
Last name ____________________    First name _____________   DOB ______    Email_____________________________

Child ’s Last name First name Birth date Child ’s age and grade in Sept.

Mailing address ____________________________________________________________________________
Physical address ____________________________________________________________________________
 Land line _____________________  Cell phone__________________ Cell phone _________________

The Taos Jewish Center, a faith-based non-profit 501c3 organization,  
is a beneficiary agency of the Jewish Federation of New Mexico.

All donations are tax deductible � greatly appreciated. 
The Taos Jewish Center is located at 1335 Gusdorf Road, Suite R, Taos, NM 87571. 

Visit our website  at taosjewishcenter.org. Email us at tjc@newmex.com. Call us at (575)-758-8615.
16

 Membership Level 
 Sustaining -- $ 1854 and above _____________  Family -- $375 _________ 
 Platinum -- $ 1440 ______________    Individual -- $ 200 _________
 Contributing -- $ 720 ________________   Student -- $ 90_________
  Other _________ (Please call us at (575) 758-8615 to discuss what you can afford.)

 Ongoing Community support -- always appreciated!
 Rabbi Fund _____________ Torah Fund ____________  High Holy Days Pledge ________  

               I pledge to pay in Full _________________  Monthly ________  Quarterly ________
       By Check __________ By PayPal (taosjewishcenter.org) ______  
        If by Credit Card _____, phone number ________________________
  Note: A 3% service charge will be added to all Credit Card payments. 

   To pay by credit card, call  575 / 758 - 8615 and leave a message.     
   Someone from TJC will call you back to make the transaction. 

Mail form and check to Taos Jewish Center, 1335 Gusdorf Road, Suite R, Taos NM 87571.

Another option for senior members taking a Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) from your 
retirement funds is to instruct your fiscal intermediary to disburse your membership contribution to the 
TJC funds or pledges directly to the TJC before your RMD is taken for the year.  
This reduces the taxable portion of the RMD, providing both you and TJC a mitzvah!

    Yahrtzeits
Name ________________________________________________________ Date _____________   
Name ________________________________________________________ Date _____________   
Name ________________________________________________________ Date _____________   

http://taosjewishcenter.org
mailto:tjc%40taosjewishcenter.org.Call?subject=
http://taosjewishcenter.org


Support The Taos Jewish Center 
(TJC)  

Membership at any level includes participation at all High Holy Days services, as well 

Add your name with a donation  
that remembers a lifetime.

A book of the Torah-- $ 1800 - $ 7200
A Favorite Parasha-- $ 180 - $ 1800

Rabbi Fund
Your generous donation 

supports the TJC’s programming, 
including Zoom Shabbatons with 
Rabbi Judith HaLevy.

When it’s safe to do so, we’ll 
again enjoy Friday night potluck 
dinners & Kabbalat Shabbats, 
Saturday morning Shabbat 
services � Torah studies.

Sponsor -- $ 600.
Co-Sponsor -- $ 300.
Assoc. Sponsor -- $ 150. - $ 180.

Build the Taos Jewish Center Legacy
Your charitable contributions sustain our growing Jewish community and provide a home for Jews in 
Taos for generations to come. Consider contributing  through planned-giving vehicles.

 Bequests -- Include the TJC in your will or living trust.
 Life Insurance -- Name the TJC as a beneficiary.
 Gifts of stock or securities -- Donate and get a significant tax deduction.

Torah Fund
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Taos Jewish Center
1335 Gusdorf Road, Suite R
Taos, NM 87571
(575) 758-8615
Email: tjc@newmex.com

Website: taosjewishcenter.org

The TJC appreciates the support of the

mailto:tjc@newmex.com
http://taosjewishcenter.org


Shema ... Listen. 
Carmi Plaut
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 The next issue of HaKol  
will be posted roughly November 

20th, for Chanukah (which 
begins at the end of Thanksgiving 

weekend).  
Do share your writings and art,  

in what one friend calls  
The Creative Pages.   

Optimistic deadline: Halloween!  
Oct 31.

Firm deadline: November 5th
Send submissions to 

Karen Kerschen, Editor
kkerschen@gmail.com
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Music has always factored into the life of our Cantorial Soloist, Cindy Grossman.
“My Mom was my biggest influence; she was always singing: in the house, in theater productions, in restaurants 
where she and my Dad would often receive complementary meals in return for my Mom’s flamboyant talent; 
and in our synagogue choir - Temple Beth El - as soprano and soloist.”
I asked Cindy whether there was a particular piece of music in her head. She looked at me oddly and said, 
“Yes, as a matter of fact. For the last three-plus months, a Barbra Streisand song, ‘Woman In Love.’ The 
words from the beginning of the piece keep going around in my head at the oddest times and I have no idea 
why: ‘Life is a moment in space, when the dream is gone it’s a lonelier place…’ I wake up with it; it also comes 
to me during the day when I’m busy doing something totally unrelated. It started to drive me a bit nuts, 

but then I figured ‘what the heck!’ I might as well 
enjoy it.  Another favorite song is “Memory” from 
“Cats,” the Broadway musical. ‘Midnight, not a 
sound from the pavement….’ “ I’ve been singing 
that since it came out in 1978. Songs just come into 
my head. And yet, I don’t dream about music and I 
don’t write music (my brother does that), although 
a poem I once wrote was set to music by a friend.”
When speaking of her vocation, Cindy is quick to 
clarify, “I’m not a cantor, I’m a cantorial soloist. 
When I went back to school, it was for vocal 
performance. I did not go to Yeshiva. I totally 
admire people who have gone that route. It takes 
a lot of dedication and commitment, neither of 
which I had at the time when I could have studied 
the liturgy more seriously. However, it does not 
in any way diminish my love and appreciation 
of the centuries of music inherent in the Judaic 
tradition.”
Cindy completed a Master’s degree in Music 
at UNM, which she described as “an exciting, 
gratifying experience. I was the oldest “student” 
in the program, at the time and had been awarded 
a teaching assistantship and 12 students. I’d never 
taught voice, so teaching adults was a real surprise. 
I discovered that I have unending patience working 
with people who want to learn. I taught from 1997, 
until fairly recently, but I will still occasionally take 
on another student, even today.”
“I loved my UNM experience, but in order to teach 
voice, you must also have a proficiency in piano 
accompaniment, which was quite a challenge, but I 
loved that part, too. After having been “forced” to 
take piano for 9 years as a youngster, it was humbling 
to discover that my Mom had been right. She had 
said, ‘One day you’ll thank me and be grateful you 
learned to play.’ 

This, from a woman who was an amazing dramatic 
soprano, but never learned to read music!”
Cindy’s advice to young students: “Learn and love all 
the music you can - and sing, sing, sing!”
When asked about her approach to singing the 
prayers and songs in the liturgy, Cindy reveals that 
she trusts her intuitive process/perception. “I just 
know that it’s important.”
She considers how to reveal more. “It’s hard to 
describe, but it’s a way that I feel about what I do — 
to be able to chant the liturgy. I make a distinction 
between singing and chanting. I often equate singing 
with performing and the liturgy has more heft to 
me than a ‘song;’ more history, more voices, more 
ineffability. Additionally, when I’m chanting, it’s not 
only me making these sounds. It’s generations, it’s 
family, it’s my Mom. It’s like channeling. The chanting 
is more about bringing together all these invisible 
people from all over the place. And I feel humbly 

[Screen capture from Rosh HaShanah 2020 on Zoom. KK]
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blessed to be able to bring out these sentiments and 
hopefully not get in their way.”
And just as importantly, it’s “for the people/
congregants who are present, who can participate, 
whether they are simply listening, or singing along 
and experiencing the moment in whatever way they 
can.
“Make no mistake, I LOVE to sing, but more than 
anything, when people join in and all voices are 
raised as one -- that’s the greatest connection of all. 
When many voices join over the same prayer and 
at the same time, in tune or out of tune, no matter, 
that’s my spiritual experience.”
I wondered what brought her to this place.
Cindy’s was a young family in rural New Jersey in the 
years following WWII. Her parents, Mary Zalusky, 
and Murray (Maurice) Holtzman had married in 
1941, and in 1943, her father was drafted. “He was 
the sole survivor of his Army Ranger battalion, 
and was captured at Anzio beachhead, Italy, then 
transported to Germany. He kept a journal for those 
eighteen months, which was later self-published. 
“He was the kind of guy who loved to tease, say 
things to annoy you. I think it’s how he survived. 
I think I inherited some of his sense of humor - at 
least that’s what my kids say.”
In 1948, the family moved from Brooklyn to the 
fishing village of Brielle, NJ, where her Dad bought 
a grocery store. “We lived upstairs. I loved being 
near my Dad when he was at work.
“There were no other Jews living in Brielle, so my 
Mom joined the Temple Beth El synagogue choir 
in Asbury Park, about 20 minutes away. We would 
go to services every Friday night and that’s where I 
learned a lot of the melodies that I still chant today.”
Cindy describes herself as a good student. She loved 
Hebrew school, “Four times a week we’d schlep 
to Asbury Park. I learned to read Hebrew, slowly, 
but never really learned to speak it.” She grasped 
nuance. ’I hear and remember the sense of prayers, 
whether supplication or expression of gratitude. 
And I just love the sound of the language.”
After an unfortunate freshman year in a public high 
school, Cindy’s parents decided she needed more 
Jewish exposure, and so she was sent to board at 
The Roosevelt School in Stamford CT, “where I 
actually met Eleanor Roosevelt,” and where the 

student body was Jewish. 
“That’s where my passion for music and love of 
Judaism solidified. Not only were there weekly 
Shabbat services, there was a music teacher, Sol B. 
Cohen, who would play piano every day from 4:00-
5:30 pm, for anyone who wanted to sing along. He’d 
play all kinds of music — jazz, standards, Tony 
Bennett stuff, Broadway show tunes, spirituals -- you 
name it. I secretly always wanted to be on Broadway, 
but I didn’t have the the guts or confidence. I was 
also so naive that I was oblivious to all the drug use 
that was going on right under my nose. After all, it 
was the 60’s.”
Cindy attended Douglass College for two years, then 
transferred to Boston University, “where I received a 
BS in elementary education.”
Cindy met Bostonian husband, Harold Sadow, on 
a blind date (a hockey game between BU and its 
Catholic rival, Boston College) in 1967. They married 
in 1968. He was a stockbroker, a good provider with 
‘the weirdest sense of humor’ who only wanted to go 
fishing.
“I taught second grade for two years: I loved the kids, 
but I did not like teaching. I found the curriculum 
boring. It was always better when I’d have my guitar 
in class and bring music into all the subjects.” She 
recalled too, bringing her guitar with her to Europe 
at 19, and how all the people she met, regardless of 
country or language, knew all the words to all the 
folk songs.
Cindy & Harold were married for 16 1/2 yrs; when 
Harold died of a heart attack at 40, leaving Cindy with 
two children, Jason (12) and Emily (10). At the time, 
Cindy was studying music at what is now the Longy 
School of Music,of Bard College in Cambridge, MA. 
“The school kept me sane.” Cindy mimicked the 
upper-crust accent of an influential teacher of music 
theory, Victoria Glaser. “The compassion and gems 
that you find in unexpected places.” Cindy graduated 
with a certicate in vocal performance.
In 1990, Cindy moved her family from Boston to Las 
Vegas, Nevada (‘Sin City!’). She was a singer, but she 
also waitressed, and sometimes they went hand-in-
glove. She attended Ner Tamid reform congregation 
in Las Vegas, with Rabbi Sandy Axelrod, sang in 
the choir and became involved in cantorial music 
there. “I officiated as cantorial soloist at weddings. I 
became the substitute for the full-time cantor there. 



 Pastels by 
Cindy Grossman
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I learned by doing. It was not about ‘the calling,’ 
but about what was needed. That’s kinda’ how I am. 
Where there’s a void, and I think I can do it, even 
if by the seat of my pants, I’ve stepped in where 
needed.”
Her face animates as she describes being thus 
engaged. “My credo, one that I live by, is being of 
service to others in some way. It’s what makes me 
feel most alive.”
“It was around this time that I first learned that 
my maternal great uncles had been cantors in 
Yugoslavia. They came to New York in the 20’s 
or early 30’s, found it awful, and returned to their 
homeland, where they died in the Holocaust.”
In Las Vegas, she also sang at That’s Amore 
restaurant, where she met her next romantic 
interest. “He always wanted to live in New Mexico, 
so ‘that’s what brought me here, after my children 
were on their own.” 
In Santa Fe, Cindy would often “sit-in” and sing at 
Vanessie’s piano bar and live music venue. “I also 
worked at La Casa Sena as a singing waitress — 
total fun! And boy, did I learn Broadway tunes!”
In Albuquerque’s Congregation Albert, Cindy sang 

in the choir. So I asked, what brought you to Taos? Big 
smile. “I was a skier. I wanted to ski in New Mexico. I 
wanted to ski Taos.”
Looking for a place to rent, Cindy was working with 
realtor, Betty Sanger, and asked her if there were 
any Jewish groups in Taos. Betty told her about the 
minyan that met every Saturday morning upstairs at 
the Apple Tree Restaurant. 
“We met every Saturday at 7:00 am. We studied, 
debated and prayed and studied some more. Under 
the informal tutelage of Ron Kalom and the whole 
Minyan group, I learned more about Judaism, Jewish 
ritual and liturgy than I’d learned my whole life. Skiing 
rarely happened on Saturdays! Ron encouraged me to 
sing the liturgy. We did the High Holidays and I was 
the cantorial soloist.”
After minyan, Cindy would go to lunch with Bruce 
Grossman and Bruce Ross - “and that’s a whole other 
story….suffice it to say, there was a lot of Destiny 
involved and it’s the short version of how Bruce G 
and I got to know each other and we’ve been married 
since 2002!”
Cindy Grossman has been in Taos 22 years, immersed 
in its Jewish community, grateful for the life she’s 
made for herself. “And now I paint!”

Karen Kerschen, with Cindy Grossman
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NOW WHAT?
I am very happy that an essay in the previous Hakol by Rabbi Judith has challenged 
me and pushed me to share some thoughts with the community.  
First of all, the question of What Now? seems very relevant and timely after 
the relative isolation of the past almost 2 years.  Asking Now What? presents an 
emotional and intellectual challenge, difficult to address and to answer.  

I do not mean a religious challenge, even though I 
think of religion as both emotional and intellectual 
exercises, especially for Jews, who have engaged in 
them for thousands of years.  
I mean an exercise that many times has totally 
eliminated (or tried to) any semblance of dissent, 
even though Judaism has thrived on dissent 
(remember, two Jews and three opinions!).
I am referring to the command of unyielding 
obeisance. Isn’t there a contradiction in having 
freedom while unquestioned obeisance?  
Because of this unquestioned obeisance, Jews have 
become a “chosen” people. I am sorry, but I have 
difficulty accepting the price and the unyielding 
obeying.  These days unquestioned obeisance and 
the concept of being the “chosen” people are most 
difficult when paired with an incredible thirst for 
personal freedom.
Confronted with long, unyielding inequities, the 
Rabbi asks, Now what?  
Well, we, Jews and the rest of the world have lived 
with inequities all along.  Suffered them, rationalized 
them, in many instances, even accepted them.  That 
does not justify them.  Except that we may have 
reached a point in the historical voyage, when we 
should say, enough is enough.  
Unfortunately, Jews have not only been the chosen 
people of a demanding G-d, but Jews have also 
been the butt of suffering, discrimination, murder, 
contempt; en fin, anything bad that you can 
individually think of, we have suffered it.  
So now, when faced with what can be a new and 
fascinating historical chapter, it is the perfect time,  
and necessary also, to examine, re-examine and 
back up changes to the essence of Judaism.

The essence goes to how Jews are identified.  Judaism 
is only a religion.  It is not ethnicity, it is not a race, it 
is not a tribe.  That is why Israel is not a Jewish state.  
Israel is a state with Judaism as its official religion 
where other people live in it.  Some are Jews, others 
are Muslims, Christians (Catholics or Protestants), 
Hindus, and so forth.  They are all Israelis who 
embrace different religions.  So, it is a big mistake 
to say the Jews are against the Palestinians.  It is 
some Israelis, like some Jordanians and other national 
groups that are in conflict with the Palestinians.  
One of the reasons giving force to this custom has 
been the permanent division between Orthodox 
Judaism and other more liberal forms of observing the 
religion.  In many ways the dichotomy is equivalent 
to what is happening between the Christian right 
(conservative) and the more advanced/developed 
Christian church.  
Given the status of the world and the incredible 
diversity of change taking place, it is time now for 
serious examination, and to accept that orthodoxy 
does not fit the moment any more.
One way to address the Now What? question is to 
support a laic [secular] state of Israel, where anybody 
born there is an Israeli citizen regardless of their 
religious affiliation.  A state that belongs to the 
community of nations with socio-economic pluses 
and minuses (hopefully more pluses) that make it a 
shining star.
Unfortunately, nothing of the above is easy, but 
we should not shrink when faced with serious 
challenges.  On the contrary, we must face them and 
take advantage of the moment.  If we do not, we may 
lose an opportunity that may never repeat itself.  So, 
let’s get cracking and work in answering the question.  
And remember, If not now, when? If not me, who?

 Ana R. Klenicki
July 2021
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Sacred Geometry,
watercolor by Bobbi Shapiro 

In 1944-45, Dad was stationed at Fort Ord, California. 
Here, at age five, I learned my first lesson in respect 
for others’ property. 
I had wandered into our neighbors’ open garage and 
taken a small something, I don’t remember what. Dad 
saw me playing with it, asked where I had gotten it, 
and sat me down for a father-daughter talk. 
I remember the outcome. I had to return it to our 
neighbor -- look into his eyes and apologize.  
Dad took my hand and we walked over there together. 
The feelings of trepidation and shame and kindness 
are still with me.

     Gale Dorion
      April 1, 2021
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Tashlich Remembrance, Samira KhatiB and Baba Ganoush
When Tashlich began to be celebrated in the alternative Jewish community 
where I lived in northern New Mexico, I thought it was an inspirational way 
to bridge the earthy Pueblo traditions with New Age Judaism. Learning how 
to irrigate thirsty rows of corn, beans and squash with precious water from the mother ditch 
seemed far more relevant to my life in Taos than the conservative Judaism I grew up with.

But research revealed that this purification ritual 
of casting our sins into the water was a tradition 
dating back to the 13th century. Kurdistani Jews 
would throw themselves into water and swim. In 
places like Jerusalem without an open body of 
water people performed the ritual cleansing in a 
pond, cistern, or Mikveh. The practice is derived 
from a Biblical passage in Micah “You will cast all 
sins into the depths of the sea.”
I was unfamiliar with this history when my 106 
-year-old mother reminisced about gatherings 
on the Brooklyn Bridge during Rosh Hashanah. 
Entire congregations led by their rabbi would walk 
across this historic steel-wire suspension bridge 
that spans the East River connecting Manhattan 
and Brooklyn with views of New York harbor and 
the Statue of Liberty. 
When construction began in 1870, horse-drawn 
carriages were the main mode of transportation. 
Now there is the constant buzz of six lanes of 
traffic. 
When Mom and Max (who became my father) 

were courting, their congregation would meet on 
the Brooklyn side of the bridge and follow their 
rabbi to the center. The bridge was packed with Jews 
celebrating Rosh Hashanah. They prayed, confessed 
and cast their sins into the churning waters of the 
East River below by throwing pieces of challah.
For me, spirituality has always been connected to 
nature. I jokingly call myself Dru-ish— a tree hugger 
from a Jewish background. 
Over the years, Tashlich has become an important 
part of my New Year’s reflection. I loved gatherings 
by the Lerman pond or the banks of the Rio Grande. 
We prayed for repentance, wrote our transgressions 
on paper, read them anonymously, before tossing 
them into the water. The sins were all too familiar—
greed, gossip, lying, cheating, disrespect, etc. It was 
a community confessional that connected us with 
each other.
This year I confess to the sin of silence—for not 
speaking up when I should have. And I am mourning 
the sudden death of Samira Khatib, who welcomed 
me like a sister in 1967, when I married into her 
Palestinian family. She quickly became part of my 
Jewish family; she loved my mother and called her 
Mama Janet. 
We were born the same month in the same year 
on opposite sides of the world— she in Jerusalem, 
me in Brooklyn. Our connection, cemented during 
a war, was not diminished when her brother and 
I divorced, or by living on opposite sides of the 
continent — Buffalo, NY and New Mexico.
We met as young women. Samira generously shared 
her beauty secrets, taught me how to bake bread 
in a tabun, roll grape leaves, roast eggplant for baba 
ganoush. 
Her family encouraged me to pray beside the Wailing 
Wall, invited me inside the mosques on the Temple 
Mount, hosted me in their village near Hebron, and 
protected me during and after the terrifying Six-
Day War. 
We hid in a basement apartment in Ramallah. 
Days and nights punctuated with ear-shattering Title: Jews – New York City – praying on Brooklyn 

Bridge [i.e., Williamsburg Bridge], New Year’s Day, 
published 1909.
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explosions were lightened by  laughter and stories. 
We were more concerned with survival than who 
might win the war. 
When the bombing stopped, armed Israeli soldiers 
flooded the streets shouting in Hebrew. Our terror 
was palpable. Samira begged me to run outside and 
cry out— “I’m Jewish. I’m American. These people 
are my friends. They are not dangerous.” But I 
quickly understood that before the soldier heard 
my New York-English, I could be shot. Collateral 
damage happens during war. My tongue froze with 
fear. I remained silent. 
Samira died of a stroke on June 9th. I cannot believe 
I will never see her again. I honor her memory by 
renewing my promise to tell the world that Jews and 
Palestinians are not and never were enemies. I will 
never again commit the sin of silence (at least I’ll 
try). There is no room for hate or fear, dehumanizing 
the other, or silence. 
No matter if my crumbs of repentance are dropped 
into the East River, the Jordan, the Mediterranean, the Rio Grande, or Lerman’s pond, they will meet in 
one of the great oceans, then in a cloud, and will return to earth as rain to water thirsty rows of corn, beans 
and squash and as snow to blanket the mountain peaks.

Baba Ganoush Recipe

In Arabic, baba means father and ganoush 
means spoiled. Baba ganoush is similar to 
humus but made with roasted eggplant instead. 
Eggplant contains fiber like chickpeas, but less 
protein. Eggplant is higher in antioxidants and 
lower in calories.
The traditional way to prepare the eggplant 
is to broil it over an open flame or grill it on a 
wood burning fire. That’s what gives it the strong 
smoky flavor. The easier faster method is to roast 
it in the oven for 45-60 minutes. When I lived 
with Samira in Jerusalem, we would roast the 
eggplant on the direct flame of a camping stove.
When the skin is crunchy and burnt, peel it 
away from the flesh. Blend tahini, garlic and 
lemon juice to get a smooth and creamy sauce. 
Stir in the roasted eggplant. (Keep in mind, we 
managed without the benefit of any cooking 
machines!) Adjust the proportions of tahini, 
lemon, and garlic to your taste. I love the smoky, 
creamy flavor and believe there is no such thing 
as too much garlic!

Iris Keltz 

Ingredients

Eggplant
Tahini

Fresh lemon juice
Fresh garlic

Olive oil
Sea salt
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On Pickles and the Evolution of Jewish Culture 
I’ve always enjoyed pickles since visiting the shop on the New York Lower East Side near 
my elderly maternal grandparents’ apartment. He had been a tailor and they lived in the 
International Garment Workers’ Union high rise. We visited Sundays from New Jersey. The shop 
had four big pickle barrels outside. Full sour made me pucker, sweet did not jibe with my salty preference, 
quarter sour was bland, but half sour crunchy was the best.

I disagree with Arlo Guthrie; I do want a pickle, 
and I don’t want to ride on a motorsickle. 
He liked doing concerts in Taos with his kids 
in the eighties and nineties, and we enjoyed the 
Motorsickle Song.
Seeking a new garden adventure, we tried to start 
pickle-size cucumbers from seed under grow lights 
in our hot tub room. We had puny results that 
wimped when transplanted outside, and I was only 
able to find a few middling starts late season in the 
nurseries. 
The next year, I engaged Taos garden guru Nan 
for six starts. They were species Marketmore 76. 
Liking the rich casting mix from our worm compost 
ranch, they climbed vigorously up the pigwire trellis 
I built. When several fruit approached maturity, 
we researched recipes. The traditional Norteño 
cookbooks lacked any for cucumber pickles. 
It appears cukes were eaten fresh in salads, having 
been grown in Northern New Mexico for centuries. 
According to William W. Dunmire, in Gardens 
of New Spain: How Mediterranean Plants 
and Foods Changed America, Cucumis sativus 
originated in India and reached Spain by the Middle 
Ages. Brought by Oñate’s expeditions, Gaspar Perez 
de Villagra recorded their presence in 1610 at San 
Gabriel, which later became Española.
Rather than a complex canning process, we chose to 
follow “quick dill” fermentation recipes. This also 
gave opportunity to use the new dill growing in our 
garden. Not for long shelf life, this style pickle is 
like the crisp half sours of childhood. They should 
be refrigerated and eaten in a couple of months. Oy 
Gavalt, as The Frisco Kid would say. 
Finding several current recipes for this, we adapted 
them to our own tastes, adjusting the relative 
quantities, increasing the cider vinegar, excluding 
the garlic, and eliminating ingredients redundant in 
the pickle spices. 
The pickling spice mix sold by Cid’s Market in Taos 
contains yellow mustard, cinnamon stick chips, dill 

seed, celery seed, crushed bay leaf, crushed red chile 
peppers, caraway seeds, and ginger root. We removed 
the cloves and allspice seeds. That’s for sweet pickles.

half sour dill Pickles
Ingredients 2 cucumbers, 7-8 inch long, 2 inch 
diameter; 2 tablespoons coarse salt; 1/2 cup water;  
1/2 cup apple cider vinegar; 2 teaspoons mixed pickle 
spice; 3 sprigs fresh dill.
1) Cut the cucumbers in lengthwise quarters and cut 
off the ends. Arrange them vertically in a jar. We used 
I pint jars; 2 cucumbers filled each.
2) Boil the water and salt until dissolved. Cool, then 
add the vinegar and pickling spice. 
3) Pour over the cucumbers until covered. Arrange 
the dill on top.
4) Cover the open jar with cheesecloth held by a 
rubber band. Keep cool for a week at 65-70 degrees. 
We used a dark corner of our kitchen counter.
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Tasting the proof-of-concept jar after a week was a 
cheer. The real thing! 
Musing on the many pickle variations, we decided 
to adjust the protocol for V. 2.0. Applying a long 
fermentation process, we added a small clove of 
chopped garlic, increased the mixed spices to 3 
teaspoons, and let them sit under cheesecloth for 
4 weeks. We also made some jars quarter sour by 
reducing the salt, vinegar, and spice mix. Note 
these recipes are not pasteurized; this is not sterile 
canning. Keep refrigerated and eat ‘em quick. 
For future fun, we may pickle the green tomatoes 
left on Annette’s vines when the autumn night 
frosts begin. She remembers her father Carl 
doing this with tomatoes grown in their Brooklyn 
backyard next to their tree. Yup, the proverbial one 
that grows in Brooklyn.
This above story is excerpted from our 2020 book 
Taos Horno Adventures: a multicultural culinary 
memoir informed by history and horticulture. It is 
available at Cid’s checkout counter (local grocer in 
Taos) and www.nighthawkpress.com/titles. 
But as we are now in the 2021 growing season, and 
the cucumber vines are flowering, we remember 
our childhood pickle experiences and wonder about 
today’s truth. 
In the 1950s on the Lower East Side, the food shops 
were all Kosher. We are wondering, what makes a 
pickle Kosher? 

It is just a vegetable, spices, salt, and vinegar. There 
is no apparent milk and meat mix, no meat at all. No 
pork. A current Orthodox website discussed this. 
Most American pickles are identified as “Kosher 
style.” 
The difference earning the approved insignias is the 
Rabbinic inspection of the kitchens producing a 
commercial product. In other words, a truly Kosher 
pickle is one of many elements regulated by the 
authoritarian Halachic law of traditional Judaism.
This brings us to the evolution of Jewish culture 
issue. Secular anthropologists describe the Biblical 
laws of Kashrut as intended to solidify early Israelite 
identity away from Egyptian culture. 
The Levites were establishing a theocratic militant 
culture for the conquest of Canaan. 
Later, after Roman destruction of Judea and the 
dominant Temple priests, the Rabbis codified 
Diaspora culture practices which include Kashrut 
laws.
Alternatively, Annette and I believe we are in 
community with the Earth by growing organic 
cucumbers and honoring our family cultures in 
reliving their delicacies. We are using spices enjoyed 
throughout the Far and Middle East for millennia 
and sourced now from our local Jewish grocer.

Richard and Annette Rubin

Spicebox for Havdalah ceremony with depictions of 
local scenes of houses and animals
Norway, 18th century
Silver, engraved and cast. L: 10.2; W: 7.7 cm
World War II Looted Cultural Treasures,  
Israel Museum, Jerusalem 
Received through JRSO (Jewish Restitution Successor 
Organization)
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LEARNING THE SPIRITUAL LIFE    

As I watched the funeral of The Duke of Edinburgh a few days ago, I began thinking about my 
childhood and how we sang that hymn “For Those in Peril on the Sea” at school. 
Recall that in the United Kingdom, the Church and State are One, and the Queen is the head of both the 
Church and the State.  She looked so forlorn there, sitting alone, wearing black, in St. George’s Chapel in 
Windsor.

My twin sister and I went to a Church Of England 
school in Malvern, England, even though we were 
brought up Jewish.  As we sat in the adjoining room 
each day while the rest of the school had Assembly 
and Morning Prayers, we couldn’t help but hear 
the hymns being sung by our fellow students.  That 
particular hymn was one often sung as Great Britain 
is surrounded by sea.  
Another favorite hymn of mine is “Jerusalem,” 
which begins ‘And did those feet in ancient times’  
and was the School Hymn at my high school.  
Perhaps “For Those in Peril on the Sea” has new 
meaning these days with so many refugees fighting 
for their lives by crossing the Mediterranean or the 
Rio Grande, sailing in rafts toward possible freedom.


I reminisce now on these experiences and my further 
delving into the meaning of a spiritual life that has 
resulted in who I am now,  and I honor the fact that 
these Christian hymns still inhabit my life and bring 
me solace, just as saying the She’ma in Hebrew also 
does.  
My parents, my twin sister Carly and I always 
celebrated the Jewish Festivals: Purim, Passover, 
Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year), Yom Kippur 
(Day of Atonement, always 10 days after the New 
Year), and Chanukah, with the Menorah and its 
candles lit eight days in a row. Dad was particularly 
orthodox, coming from an Austrian family, and 
fleeing the Nazis in 1939. He would go on Friday 
nights, and some Saturdays to the Shabbat services 
in Worcester’s Synagogue, eight miles away.  
Carly and I were always given Christmas presents so 
we would not feel out of place in the Christian town 
in which we lived. We never had a Christmas tree, 
though!


In the mid-1970’s I lived in a small community in 
London that taught Yoga and Meditation, thus 

beginning my foray into learning about Eastern 
Religions.  I remember visiting a Tibetan monastery 
on more than one weekend. 
When I left that community two of its members 
married and started the London Sufi Center, which 
I joined.  Through meditations and teachings, I 
learned about the mystical side of the Muslim 
tradition, chanting and reading from the Koran.  
Once a month we had a Universal Worship service 
where we read a portion from the holy books of 
several traditions, The Bible, The Quran (Islam) the 
Baghavid Gita (Hindu), Buddhism’s Tripitakas, the 
Baha’i faith’s sacred texts. Then we would light a 
candle for each religion plus one for those who had 
no particular faith and pray and meditate.
While with the Sufi Order, I took part in a theater-
piece called The Cosmic Celebration, which 
told of the lives of the Masters of each tradition.
We were each given an individual mantra to say 
by Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan, during the period of 
rehearsals.  
I played Sita to another Sufi member’s Rama.  
Rama was played by a real Eastern Indian man, 
Ranjan, and I recall how he doubted I could be 
Sita during rehearsals. Then, when we did the dress 
rehearsal, he was shocked! There I was with my 
hair oiled back and a false long braid, strong black 
eye makeup, red lips, and dressed in a beautiful silk 
wedding sari, white with gold applique and a band 
of rich red edging around the whole sari, lent to me 
by Indian friends of the Sufi Center.
I have been interested in Astrology from an early 
age, and started teaching myself from books while 
still in my teens. I learned to draw up an astrology 
chart and bought books by the Masters, such as 
Alan Leo and Dane Rudhyar.  
In the early 1980’s I began attending astrology 
seminars by Liz Greene and Howard Sasportas, 
two prominent astrologers in London. This led 
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to my taking evening classes with The Faculty of 
Astrological Studies. I received my Diploma in 1984.  
I had big ideas of becoming a famous professional 
astrologer, yet it was not to be. For that year, I 
spent two weeks in Santa Fe visiting my twin sister 
and there I met my future husband, Harold. So 
all my professional astrology counseling work has 
taken place since my life with Harold began in Ojo 
Caliente, New Mexico.
Just prior to coming to live in the USA in 1985, I was 
invited to attend a weekly Kabbalah group taught 
by Z’ev Ben Shimon Halevi (Warren Kenton), the 
foremost teacher in Britain of the Jewish mystical 
teachings.  I would have loved to learn more about 
this, but I came to America and never joined this 
special group. 
The 1980’s and 1990’s were years in which I and my 
husband went to many workshops, learning about 
the mysteries of life, and experiencing the work of 
Stanislav Grof and Jacqueline Small (Holotropic 
Breathwork), Buddhist meditation workshops, 
massage workshops learning different techniques. I 
went to many Astrology lectures and seminars.  
I once went with a woman friend to a 10-day 
meditation retreat on Mindfulness Meditation 
with Ruth Dennison near Joshua Tree, CA.  We 
would do slow walking, sitting meditations, etc.  
At breakfast, lunch or supper we would wait for the 
bell that would ring at any moment as we ate and 
had to stop any motion - no matter that a forkful 
of food was about to enter my mouth - and feel and 
sense that moment of paralysis.  
In 1992 we took a sabbatical from working at the 
Ojo Caliente Hot Springs where we did massage 
therapy and spa treatments. We went to Mexico, 
first to Taxco where I did a week-long workshop on 
Dreams.  All my life, I’ve remembered my dreams 

and I would often write them down.  When, on a 
whim, I stopped by the so-called Flea Market just 
outside of Santa Fe, I found a book Blue Fire, by 
James Hillman, which led us to make this trip.
During this time, Harold and I would read many 
books, on diet, psychology and on the lives of 
different Masters, from Stephen Levine to Ram 
Dass, James Hillman and many more.
In the early 2000’s  we joined a Torah teaching 
group in Santa Fe, led by Andy Gold, each Shabbat 
morning.  We would learn Hebrew chants, and follow 
that by the day’s Torah teaching which he would 
explain in very current terms.  It was so enlightening 
for me and Harold.  
Two years in a row we spent Yom Kippur (two nights 
and a full day) at Andy’s retreat center on Rose 
Mountain in New Mexico.  We’d lug all our food for 
the first evening and the final morning’s breakfast 
with us up the mountain in our vehicles to this low-
key place where cute cabins and a meditation hall 
awaited us. The retreats were quite profound, using 
chanting, meditation, and the whole Yom Kippur 
service, with solitary time alone to contemplate and 
atone, while fasting.
I once had the opportunity to spend a couple of days 
in a Sikh ashram, in Española, New Mexico. This 
was not far from where I lived and I’d met many Sikh 
women, when they came to the Hot Springs to bathe 
in the natural mineral waters.  One of them invited 
me to share part of their Holy Week when their 
Guru, Yogi Bhajan, was visiting.  
During that week, they read their Holy book 
constantly without stopping, so everyone has an 
opportunity to read for an hour or more.  I signed 
on for one hour, not sure how I would speak for that 
long, yet I had no problem, and felt uplifted and 
inspired after my time reading.

Sarah Newfeld Green
April 2021
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Last Spring, I participated in a Zohar class with my beloved teacher Melila Hellner-Eshed in Jerusalem via zoom. 
The Zohar text was based on the need for repentance, and this is a piece of writing I completed during the session. 
I hope that it inspires your own tears of repentance at this time of Tshuvah. 

Rabbi Judith
A Drop in the Bucket

Yet even though the gates of prayer have been locked, the gates of tears are not…
I stand before the Gate of Tears, clutching the sloshing bucket to my chest.
The bucket is made of ripped skin and fragments of bone, torn ligaments and broken pieces of heart, 
fused by anger and sewn together by threads of forgiveness.
The bucket holds the tears of a lifetime. 

“Pitchu li. Open the gates,” I cry. 
My sobs shake the bucket, tears spill to the ground, 
but the Gate of Tears does not open.

A voice issues from behind the locked gates. 
“Place your bucket on the scales beside the door”. 
I lift the bucket of tears onto the golden scales, 
careful not to let my precious tears escape.

“Are these the tears that I have asked for?”

I gaze into the bucket, and recognize each tear shed 
over the course of a lifetime.

Tears of self-pity
Tears of rejection
Tears of doubt
Tears of judgment 
Tears of resentment

A voice cries out “These are not the tears that are 
required. The Gate of Tears remains sealed”

I am shocked. I thought that the instructions said 
clearly that the Gate of Tears was never locked. I 
have brought so many tears, a bucket overflowing, 
yet the gates do not open.

I gaze into the bucket, and see the tears that I have 
accumulated over a lifetime:

Tears of joy
Tears of recognition
Tears of reunion
Tears of relief
Tears of laughter

The voice cries out, “These are beautiful tears, but 
these are not the tears that are required. 
The Gate of Tears remains sealed”

A tear of frustration slips down my cheek as I gaze 
into the bucket and again offer my tears

Tears of anger
Tears of depression
Tears of loss
Tears of loneliness
Tears of shame

The gate shudders, but does not open before me. 
A tremor runs through the bucket, and I feel my 
heart ache in my chest,

Coh Amar.  Thus it is said. 

The heavenly voice is kinder now, but firm in its 
request:
“Bring me the missing tears, the tears still locked 
in your heart. 
Bring me your true tears of repentance .”

I gaze into the bucket, searching for tears of true 
repentance. I see images of breadcrumbs and 
stones, transporting my tears into the tashlich wa-
ters but barely skimming my heart. 
I see season upon season of excuses and blame.

The ache inside turns my heart numb with cold. 
There are droplets of barely formed tears lurking 
there, but they are frozen, protected, immobile.
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The  heavenly voice is now a whisper. 
“Go inside of your heart. Bring me your tears only 
when you are ready to acknowledge the harm that 
you have caused to others, and to yourself.” 

I feel my heart constrict with searing pain, and 
then soften. I look inside my heart, and see my 
life reflected on its beating walls. A childhood of 
parental drama. Teenage breaking of boundaries. 
Rejection of the possibilities that an excellent 
education bestowed upon me. The tossing of an 
engagement ring into the sea. A willing blindness 
to the dangers of marriage to an almost stranger. 
Israel. Mexico. Taos. Santa Fe. Malibu.  Broken 
promises, broken hearts. 

My Sin I acknowledged to you and my iniquity 
I did not conceal…(ZOHAR)

I see my obstinacy and disrespect towards my 
parents as I forged a far- away life. I see the times 
that my own melodramas seemed more important 
that the welfare of others. I see my heart, warm 
and compelling on the outside, but frozen inside, 
shutting out those who would love me.

I see the truth. 

My heart is a fist closed tight, and the pain is al-
most unbearable. 
“Forgive me, I cry out. “Forgive me. I am sorry. 
Forgive me.” 
The chambers of my heart squeeze within my 
chest until I can no longer breathe. I bend over 
the bucket in agony. Slowly, one small tear slides 
out between the crevices of my heart and makes 
its way to the surface. It floods my eye and then 
furrows down my cheek, dropping into the bucket 
below. It is a true tear of repentance, wrested from 
a heart in pain.

 The Gate of Tears shudders, and then slowly creaks 
open, revealing a cave, its walls encrusted with an 
infinity of shimmering crystals. The entrance to the 
cave is partially hidden by a verdant garden, with 
trees and flowers of every variety imaginable spar-
kling in the sunshine. The fragrance of roses perme-
ates the air.
  
Coh Amar. A soft voice, filled with sympathy and 
compassion, whispers. “ Welcome to  the Cave of 
Holy Tears. Wise men have gathered in this shining 
cave for centuries, probing the Torah’s wisdom and 
sharing their light. They too have been known to 
cry tears of joy and sorrow, tears of many lifetimes, 
but only their tears of  true repentance can be 
transformed into the crystal droplets embedded in 
these walls. The rest of their tears are used to water 
the garden. 

Your one tear of true repentance has granted you 
access through the Gate of Tears, and if you com-
plete the task before you, one day your tear of 
repentance  too will be embedded into these walls 
of light. 
First, however, you must return and do the work.  
You must seek out those whom you have harmed, 
and ask for their forgiveness, even if those harmed 
are no longer among the living. 
The Gate of Tears is now open to you, but you must 
retrace your steps and seek forgiveness before you 
may re-enter the cave. Please use the lifetime of 
tears in your bucket to water the garden on your 
way out.

I take a deep breath, and feel warmth flood into my 
heart space, melting the angers and frustrations of 
a lifetime. I turn and retrace my steps, exiting the 
Gate of Tears, daunted by the painful task ahead. 
Another tear slips down my cheek and falls to the 
ground. A small wild rosebud blooms, and its fra-
grance gives me strength as I exit the garden, ready 
to begin the Path of Return.

Rabbi Judith HaLevy
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Contemplate where you’ve been, where you are and where you are going 
this year.  If you look closely, there is a person on top of that mountain 
watching the sunset, contemplating the future.  
Where will you be next year this time?  

Katherine Soskin
[Paintings pp.32, 33 by Katherine Soskin]
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FOUR SEASONS OF SHALOM   
The Hebrew letters spell out Shalom and the painting is 
right side up when the Winter scene is on the bottom 
where we find our little Jewish butterfly.  Shalom means 
“peace, hello, or good bye”.
This butterfly has a “chai” on one wing and a Star of 
David on the other.
Chai means “to life”, and since every Hebrew letter 
has a numerical value, the Hebrew letters of chai, 
when added up, equal 18.
The snowman is wearing a Star of David necklace 
and his hands are in the “Priestly Blessing” hold.  
(Like Spock in star trek, who by the way was 
Jewish in his real life!)  Next to the snowman is 
a Hanukkiah Menorah made out of snow balls 
with the tallest one in the middle representing 
the Shamash – or leader candle. >>

When you look at the Spring picture –by turning the 
painting,  clockwise, the painting can be hung for every 
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Photo by Karen Kerschen

season -, there are a few little trees planted in the 
background, representing the tree planting in 
Israel.  The butterfly is perched upon the blue iris, 
resting a bit.

For the summer season, after you turn the painting 
once again, the butterfly is on top of the Weeping 
Willow tree.  The book in the tree has an “aleph” 
on the cover, representing the first letter in the 
Jewish alphabet. This book would be the first He-
brew a student reads when beginning studies for a 
Bat or Bar Mitzvah.

There is a partially bitten apple next to the book 
in the tree, but alas, the child left his/her book on 
the tree, took a bite of the apple, like Adam in the 
Torah, and took off!  After all it is summertime!

Now, we turn the painting to the Autumn season, 
where we see the butterfly on the blanket resting 

underneath the Succoth.  A Succoth is an outdoor 
dwelling for someone to sleep in while harvesting 
the fall crops in Israel.  These dwellings have four 
open sides, with different gourds and corn and 
sometimes decorations hung on top for protection 
and for drying them. Usually the farmer and/or fam-
ily dwell in them for 8 nights.   Next to the Succoth, 
you see two trees interwoven in the “aleph” letter.  
Again, the first letter in the Hebrew alphabet.  

This painting came thru me in a dream.  It helps 
to keep a little notebook by your bed, so you can 
recapture especially vivid dreams. When you dream 
do you dream in black and white or color?
How many Jewish symbols did you find?

Katherine Magid Soskin
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One state, two state: the Bi-national dilemma in Israel / Palestine
Distinguished historian and activist, Dr. Rachel Fish, lectured at the Shalom Hartmann Institute this summer 
Her dissertation,  “Configurations of Bi-nationalism: The Transformation of Bi-nationalism in Palestine/Israel 
1920’s-Present,” forms the basis of her two-lecture series, in which she examines the history of bi-nationalism and land 
division, including alternative visions for constructing the State of Israel. Intrigued by her work, I figured readers 
would find it equally absorbing, so I took thorough notes and drafted them here.  Additional details and photos courtesy of 
Wikipedia and other archives. Mistakes, misinterpretations are my own. -- Editor

With the collapse of the Ottoman Empire at the end of World War I in 1918, the League of Nations 
mandated British administration of the territories of Palestine and Transjordan. In Palestine, the British 
sought to assert the Balfour Declaration of a “national home for the Jewish people”, which was to be 
established alongside the vast majority of the local population — Palestinian Arabs. 

The British oversaw Palestine for almost three 
decades of protests, riots and revolts between the 
Jewish and Palestinian Arab communities. Out 
of this grew two nationalist movements: the Jews 
and the Palestinian Arabs. Jewish immigration had 
greatly increased due to anti-Semitism in Europe. 
Antagonisms fueled the 1936–1939 Arab revolt.
In 1937, British Lord William Peel led a commission 
to hear both Jewish and Arab voices in the “Palestine 
Disturbances.”
Judah Magnes, chancellor of Hebrew University 
(founded 1929), advocated that Jews should be a 
minority and that it should be a bi-national state 
built with some kind of confederation, within a 

larger regional framework, ruled from a cultural-
spiritual Zionist perspective. (Binationalism and 
confederation are still very much in play, as we’ll see.)
Other Zionists argued for ‘territorial maximalism’ -- 
land grab — extend the land into Transjordan. Arabs 
living in area will have autonomy, with civil rights and 
recognition as a national minority.
David Ben Gurion, a leader in the socialist labor 
movement, understood that Britain was most likely 
to give Jews land where there was a real Jewish 

The Peel Commission listens to testimony from Chaim 
Weizmann, President of the Jewish Agency for Eretz Yisrael, 

in Jerusalem.
Lord Peel & the Right Hon. Sir Horace Rumbold, Chairman & 
Vice Chairman of the Palestine Royal Commission leaving the 

offices after taking evidence from Arab Higher Committee.
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settlement.
The Arabs who gave testimony included 
a Grand Mufti (jurist) appointed by the 
British, as well as members of the Husayni 
and Nashashibi clans. They spoke as one 
— there should be no division or partition 
of the territory — Palestine is a single 
dominant Arab state,  full cessation of Jewish 
immigration and no compromise with Jews
Although the Arabs continued to boycott 
the Commission officially, there was a sense 
of urgency to respond to Weizmann’s appeal 
to restore calm.
In 1981 it was disclosed that microphones 
were installed in the Commission’s meeting 
room, and Ben Gurion was able to read 
transcripts of evidence held in camera.
British drew up the map, showing where 
Jews lived as the basis of a Jewish land and 
where the Arabs lived, likewise. A green 

zone connected Tel Aviv and Jaffa with Jerusalem to enable 
commerce inland; British oversight at all religious sites.
Ben Gurion interpreted correctly that for Jews to claim 
the land, they’d have to settle into southern Israel, toward 
Beersheba and into the Negev. 

The United Nations Partition Plan for Palestine was passed 
on 29 November 1947; this envisaged the creation of separate 
Jewish and Arab states operating under economic union, and 
with Jerusalem transferred to UN trusteeship.
On the last day of the Mandate, the Jewish community issued 
the Israeli Declaration of Independence. 
The 1944–1948 Jewish insurgency ended with Mandatory 
Palestine divided among Israel, the Jordanian annexation of 
the West Bank and the Egyptian All-Palestine Protectorate in 
the Gaza Strip.   

November 1938. British Jews protest against 
immigration restrictions to Palestine after 

Kristallnacht. 
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The Two-State paradigm has always 
been understood to be a dilemma, explored 
philosophically as much as in its practicalities. As early 
as 1908, when European Zionists were buying up land in 
Palestine to inhabit as Jews, an educator named Yitzchak 
Epstein published an essay, ‘The Hidden Question,’ in 
which he wrote,

The Arab, like any man, has a strong bond with his homeland; 
… the more narrow his perspective, the stronger his bond to 
the land and to the region, and the harder it is for him to part 
from his village and his field. The Muslim will not abandon 
his country, will not wander far: he has many traditions which 
bind him to the soil of his homeland, the most dear to him being 
respect for the graves of his forefathers. 

Bi-nationalism  drew from the ideas of Martin Buber, 
who taught at Prague University, as well as the model 
of open discourse of the Habsburg culture, with 
its multiplicities of language and culture in social 
engagement. Idealists saw Zionism as Jewish nationalsm, 
but considerate of minority communities. Debated was 
how to address that challenge: what it means to hold 
real power without it being at the expense of others.  
Therein lies the myth.
Earliest visions of Bi-nationalism were exemplified by 
Hebrew University and the Kibbutz, but with no place 
for Arabs.

Dr. Rachel Fish points out a  ‘zigzag pattern’ as to what Bi-
Nationalism meant at hallmarks in time, to show how its meaning 
has changed. She does so by highlighting numerous historical 
figures in more detail than needed here, so I’m attempting to 
‘simply’ draw out their conceptual ideas. -- Ed.

In the 1920s, bi-nationalism meant coexistence with 
Arabs and cooperation by Zionists. Riots in 1929 exemplified 
problem of the Zionist leadership.
After the creation of the state of Israel, bi-nationalism came 
to mean Hebrew identity. 
A Canaanite movement, founded by Jewish non-Zionists in 
1939, espoused a ‘revisionist Zionism’  with European right-
wing (Italian fascist) ideas, which called on Hebrew youth to 
disaffiliate themselves from Judaism: Judaism is not a nation 
but a religion, and as such is universal, without territorial 
claims. 

Their perspective influenced literary, art and 
intellectual discourse (see xxx, for examples in 
poetry) as a means of how people tell their 
national narrative. The movement also 
stoked paramilitary groups, including Irgun 
and Lehi.
After the 1967 war, bi-nationalism meant 
opposition to colonialism, by non-Zionists 
and anti-Zionists.
but rather the push for ‘a state of all its 
citizens’. Come explore this history and why 
it remains relevant today.
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The context for bi-nationalism changes dramatically. 
After the 1967 Six-Day War, Israel has now extended 
its territory that it did not have access to. 
David Ben Gurion and Hebrew University professor 
and philosopher, Yeshayahu Leiberwitz, met on 
seventh day after the Six-Day War to discuss what 
should be done with the newly acquired territories 
— especially the West Bank of Judea and Samaria 
— to preserve Israel’s standing as a Jewish and 
democratic state.
Lieberwitz cautioned lest the State as an end goal 
be ‘idolized’ or worshipped in a way detrimental to 
the values of Judaism. 
What does it mean for Jews, who now hold real 
power, to construct a nation state and control a 
sovereignty? His harsh critique asks, Is Israel an 
occupying power in the West Bank?
He warned against a trend worrisome to many 
in the international community: that the state of 
Israel and Zionism had become more sacred than 
its Jewish humanist values.
Ben Gurion and Lieberwitz’ discussion would been 
informed too by what was published in Matzen, 

the Marxist organ of international Communists, anti-
Zionist, anti-capitalist, encouraging international 
revolutionary Socialism for Israel/Palestine. The ideas 
espoused by the left are still relevant in some sectors.
Following the Six-Day War, Israel declared that it was 
ready to return all of the territories except Jerusalem, 
in return for peace treaties with its Arab neighbors. 
Israel returned all of the territory it had conquered 
from Egypt, and evacuated settlements in the Sinai 
peninsula. It was rebuffed, however, by other Arab 
states.

Arab refusal to negotiate for peace fueled the Israeli 
settler movement, which grew in strength and number 
throughout the West Bank -- Judea and Samaria. Some 
settlers were moved by ideological belief: Orthodox 
Jews believe that God promised the land to them. 
They had formed the Gush Emunim faction, mostly 
based on zealots within the National religious party. 
The Likud party asserted that all of 1917 Palestine, 
including Jordan, belongs to the Jews by right, and 
was unjustly divided by the British. Settlements were 
established in the Golan Heights conquered from 
Syria.
For exhaustive history and maps of this region, see 
MidEastWeb for Coexistence, at http://www.mideastweb.org/ 
-- Ed.

http://www.mideastweb.org/ 
http://www.mideastweb.org/ 
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Rebecca and Eliezer at the fountain; 
Unidentified artist. Lithograph on paper, undated, 11 x 13.5 in.
Received through JCR (Jewish Cultural Reconstruction), 
via the National Library of Israel, Jerusalem.
Provenance Research Online: World War II Looted Cultural Treasures, 
Israel Museum, Jerusalem

The advocates for a bi-national state transformed 
over time, from Jews to Arabs, as power dynamics 
changed in the territory of Mandatory Palestine and 
then in the State of Israel. The desire to develop 
a bi-national state was no longer predicated upon 
ideological positions for coexistence.
As early as the 1920s, Brit Shalom (Covenant of 
Peace), which was part of that cultural-spiritual-
Zionist position, promoted a bi-national idea. They 
didn’t have a blueprint for how it would work, but 
pointed to Belgium and Switzerland as models for 
how federation  of cantons could work. 
What has happened in Europe, however, is that 
the cantons, which were created for greater local 
autonomy based on language and ethnicity, function 
increasingly as an administrative arm of the state. 
And the borders themselves have come into 
question.

Separation of church and state doesn’t exist in Israel, 
due to a Mullet System, inherited back from the 
Ottoman Empire throughout the Middle East and 
retained by British retained that system through the 
Mandate period of Palestine.
It allows religion into the public space, but without 
it becoming the framework for governance or 
addressing legal issues. 
It’s also why Israel doesn’t have a written constitution: 
during the period of the Yeshuv, it would have been 
impossible to get all parties to sign on to a document 
that spanned the political spectrum and the Jewish 
religious spectrum, which would refuse because 
it was created by man. For some the Torah is the 
ultimate word and for others, part of a larger canon.

As we’ve seen, the history of Zionism involved 
numerous visions about what a future state would be. 
<to be continued>

Karen Kerschen
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The poetic voices of Yehuda Amichai and Mahmud Darwish (following page), as well as the accom-
panying photos, exemplify the contrasting narratives of the Israel / Palestine dilemma. Aboard the 
ship (above) traveled the Shalom Hartman Institute lecturer, Rachel Korazim’s parents, her mother 
already pregnant with her. The photos on the next page show Arab quarry workers and the poem’s 
family olive grove, lost post-Mandate. -- KK

[And] My Parents’ Immigration
My parents’ immigration has not quieted within me.
My blood continues to rattle in my membranes
Even after the utensil is restored to its place,
My parents’ immigration has not quieted within me.
The winds of time quarrel on stones.
The earth forgets the footsteps of those who tread on her.
A terrible fate. 
Scraps of conversation after midnight.
Achievement and withdrawal. 
Night recalls and Day makes you forget.
My eyes, that for so long gazed upon a vast desert,
And were somewhat becalmed. 
One woman. The rules of a game 
That were not properly explained to me. 
The laws of pain and heaviness.
Even now my heart barely earns 
The bread of its daily love. 
My parents in their very immigration.
At the crossroads, where I am always a motherless orphan,
Too young to die, too old for games.
Weariness of the quarry worker 
And emptiness of the quarry in the same body.
The archaeology of the future, 
Museums of that which never existed. 
And my parents’ immigration
Has not quieted within me, 
From the bitter nations I learned
Bitter tongues for my silence.
Between the houses, which always resemble ships.
Ay arteries and tendons are already like a thicket
Of ropes that I cannot loosen. And later
My death and the end of my parents’ immigration.

Yehuda Amichai
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Identity Card
Write down!
I am an Arab
and my identity cared number is 50,000
I have 8 children 
and the 9th will come after a summer
Will you be angry?

Write down!
I am an Arab
Employed with fellow workers at a quarry
I have 8 children
I get them bread
Garments and books
from the rocks  …
I do not supplicate charity at your doors.
Nor do I belittle myself at the footsteps of your 
chamber.
So will you be angry?
Write down!
I am an Arab
I have a name without a title
Patient in a country

where people are enraged.
My roots were entrenched before the birth of time
and before the opening of the eras
before the pines, and the olive trees 
And before the grass grew.

My father descends from the family of the plow
Not from a privileged class
And my grandfather. Was a farmer
Neither well-bred, nor well-born!
Teaches me the pride of the sun
Before teaching me how to read
And my house is like a watchman’s hut
Made of branches and cane
Are you satisfied with my status?
I have a name without a title!

Write down!
I am an Arab
You have stolen the orchards of my 
ancestors
and the land which I cultivated

Along with my children
And you left nothing for us
Except for these rocks.
So will the State take them
As it has been said?!

Therefore!
Write down on the top of the first page:
I do not hate people
Nor do I encroach
But if I become hungry
The usurper’s flesh will be my food
Beware … Beware …
Of my hunger 
and my anger

 Mahmud Darwish
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Interesting articles
https://jewishcurrents.org/the-end-of-the-world-as-we-know-it/
https://jewishcurrents.org/the-nakba-demands-justice/

https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/dutch-restitution-nazi-looted-art-investigation-1234597080/

https://www.timesofisrael.com/an-eu-ruling-on-kosher-slaughter-tells-rabbis-how-to-go-about-their-business/

https://www.jewishbookcouncil.org/pb-daily/ashkenazi-folk-medicine-the-hidden-herbal

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/why-this-fractious-coalition-gives-me-hope/

https://tcjewfolk.com/new-site-takes-deep-dive-into-important-jewish-issue/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/

https://www.timesofisrael.com/ben-and-jerry-say-they-support-israel-reject-its-illegal-occupation/

https://www.timesofisrael.com/health-environment-ministers-meet-pa-counterparts-for-1st-time-in-years/

POV of an Arab Israeli citizen — 
https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/tell-story-happy-ending-exchange-etgar-keret-sayed-kashua

Susan Ressler’s portraiture submission to the Los Angeles Center for Photography provides interesting insight to 
our current reality.
https://losangelescenterofphotography.submittable.com/gallery/0819982a-4731-45d6-b1f2-
d6e02259649b/20706871

https://www.yiddishbookcenter.org/

The brain-changing benefits of exercise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHY0FxzoKZE

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/09/world/middleeast/a-best-selling-israeli-philosopher-examines-his-coun-
trys-inner-conflict.html
 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/12/opinion/israel-palestinian-refugees-right-of-return.html

https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/tell-story-happy-ending-exchange-etgar-keret-sayed-kashua

https://www.jfrej.org/news/2021/08/unraveling-antisemitism?fbclid=IwAR326M7MJt5d_GJmJM9ADssvhjGDzajKI-
7Axso9grx10c6icoPzL4gElnMk

Jewish Currents. Two Arab women academics (Georgetown and Stanford) discuss plight of Afghan people.
https://mailchi.mp/aff80e71594c/thursday-newsletter-6545303?e=bc52e1a4b1

 Listed in the order I encountered them. KK

https://jewishcurrents.org/the-end-of-the-world-as-we-know-it/ 
https://jewishcurrents.org/the-nakba-demands-justice/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://tcjewfolk.com/standing-together-not-against/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/ben-and-jerry-say-they-support-israel-reject-its-illegal-occupation/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/health-environment-ministers-meet-pa-counterparts-for-1st-time-in-years/
https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/tell-story-happy-ending-exchange-etgar-keret-sayed-kashua
https://losangelescenterofphotography.submittable.com/gallery/0819982a-4731-45d6-b1f2-d6e02259649b/20706871
https://losangelescenterofphotography.submittable.com/gallery/0819982a-4731-45d6-b1f2-d6e02259649b/20706871
https://www.yiddishbookcenter.org/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHY0FxzoKZE 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/09/world/middleeast/a-best-selling-israeli-philosopher-examines-his-countrys-inner-conflict.html 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/09/world/middleeast/a-best-selling-israeli-philosopher-examines-his-countrys-inner-conflict.html 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/12/opinion/israel-palestinian-refugees-right-of-return.html 
https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/tell-story-happy-ending-exchange-etgar-keret-sayed-kashua 
https://mailchi.mp/aff80e71594c/thursday-newsletter-6545303?e=bc52e1a4b1 
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Calf
While I was out hiking on August 4, about 2.5 miles up the Italianos Canyon trail in the mountains, I came 
upon a young black steer, a calf, hanging out all alone in the forest near the trail. 
It looked innocent and content.
I don’t know much at all about cows. I tend not to be happy to see them on Forest Service land, but I visit 
with them when I run into them, a bit. 
This one though, I was kind of concerned about, because it seemed odd that it was all by itself with no other 
moo’s in sight -- cows being herd animals, and all.

So I walked up to it and talked to it, and gently 
persuaded it to stand up. I got behind it, closer, to 
make it walk — just to see if it was fine.
It was not fine. It was limping, unable to put its full 
weight on one of its hind legs. 
I made sympathetic noises and told it I would get 
help.
I went on my way feeling compassion, because all I 
could do is try to locate the owner. 
Thinking, “Poor little moo! Awww.”
When I got home, after calling the Forest Service 
and getting voicemail jail, I posted in this fb group 
called “Ask Taos.” I described the calf situation, and 
asked whether anyone knew who to call or whose 
calf it was or whatever, because I just had no idea 
what to do but obviously wanted to do what I could 
to get help to the calf.

My efforts got me a contact name and number for 
the Agricultural Inspector. He thought he knew 
whose calf it was and said he’d called the owner. 
Later that evening, the owner called me. I told him 
the exact location of the calf and the tag number and 
about its condition. He was appreciative and asked a 
lot of questions and said he’ld go look for it the next 
day.
All of this seemed like exactly the normal thing to 
do when you see an animal in need. For my heart and 
mind, not a question.
I updated the Ask Taos fb group to thank everyone 
and say that I had connected with the owner and 
he was gonna go up there at 4 am to try to find the 
calf and see how injured it is. And what needs to 
happen... (which sadly, would likely be to shoot it, 
I learned, because it wouldn’t be possible to bring 
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it all the way down with an injury. I thought, well, 
perhaps better than to be killed by a mountain lion, 
but I was disappointed to learn this.)
I hiked up the same trail the next day and could not 
locate the injured calf. I wondered if the owner had 
gone up earlier and found it, but saw no signs of 
that, nor did I see any signs of predation. 
Later, the owner called me and told me he rode up 
on his horse and could not find him either, and could 
not go back the next day, a Friday. He could not go 
back until Saturday. So I told him I would hike up 
there again Friday. (I love this particular trail, so, 
cows or no cows, happy enough to hike there)
As I hiked, I sent heart felt prayers and communi-
cation to the Cow Mama Goddess, to help me find 
the calf. I figured, better to appeal to the MAMA 
than to a baby. 
(If you google ”Cow mama Goddess“, by the way, 
there really are Cow mama Goddesses in more than 
one spiritual tradition!)
I got to where I had found the calf a couple of days 
back, and started searching in the general vicinity, 
in the forest, off the trail. I figured with a hurt leg 
it must be close by. No luck. I continued searching 
and was thinking, well, I will keep heading further 
up the trail and look for the Mama and/or the calf.
Then, suddenly, I hear the loudest MOO I’ve ever 
heard. I stop and wait for more moos to follow the 
sound. Lots of very very loud cow bellowing moo-
ing sounds follow... 
And, lo and behold, the Mama is coming down the 
trail from higher up, bellowing loudly. A couple 
minutes behind her  follow a good 20 more calves 
and cows. 
Mama goes to the spot where I had found the in-
jured calf a couple days ago, and the herd follows 
her there, and I follow too, behind the herd, lol. 
And here she and the little calf are.
I could not find the calf on my own, it was hidden, 
but it stood up when she got there and she settled 
near it (it was hidden in the brush on the opposite 
side of the trail from where I originally saw it) and 
the rest of the herd settled on the opposite side of 
the trail.
The moral of this story being...
praying to the cow goddess works to reach a mama 

cow. I mean, c’mon. It was just too synchronous to 
be a coincidence! 
I jogged all the way back down the trail, drove to 
Taos Ski Valley, and texted and left a voicemail for 
the owner. I sent a photo of the calf and of the 
mama cow in the text, and mentioned, I know noth-
ing about cows, but I think you can save this calf, it 
looks like it is just a sprain. 
Maybe some tape and a splint, and you could bring 
it down. I offered to go back up and hang out w the 
herd, if he was able to come that afternoon.
A few minutes later, the owner called me, and 
thanked me, and said he could not go til the next 
morning, but would head up very early. He asked, 
“Do you really think I can save the calf?”
I repeated that I knew nothing about cows, but I did 
think he could — that the calf did not want to put 
its full weight on the injured leg, but appeared very 
healthy otherwise. 
It seemed perhaps a minor injury. 
I listened as he came up w a new plan to bring the 
calf and the whole herd down together, so that he 
could care for the calf in the corral, then take the rest 
of the herd except for the calf and its mama back up 
the next day. I asked if he would call me and let me 
know how it went the next day, and he said he would.
The next afternoon, he called me, and said it had 
been quite an adventure, but that he had been able 
to bring the calf down with the whole herd, and he 
had checked the calf ’s leg in the corral, and it did in-
deed feel like just a sprain. He said he would keep the 
calf and its mother down and care for the calf until 
it was healed. He told me where he was taking the 
herd, and I told him I hiked there sometimes. 
He asked if I would text him anytime I saw his herd. 
I said sure.

Robyn Rosenwald
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Wheeler Peak Wilderness, above Williams Lake. 
The wildflowers are Mountain Bluebells, 
Prairie Sunflower and Parry’s Primrose. Of the red flower, Robyn writes, 
“I saw this in the understory of the forest while hiking locally, and did 
not know what it was. I thought it was a fungus of some kind. Turns out 
it is a rare variety of Indian Pipe, which is not a fungus.” 

Robyn Rosenwald
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Meadow near Vallecitos, NM, in the Tusas Mountains, a blanket of Monarda (Bee Balm) and Wild 
Coreopsis; Bergamot; Monarda. Second row: Mullein (bg: Rio Grande); Indian Paintbrush; Blazing Star 
(homegrown in Ojo Caliente), Hooker’s Evening Primrose. Bottom row: Wild Coreopsis, Threadleaf 
Grounsel. 

Karen Kerschen


